The dynamics of a stock market with heterogeneous agents is discussed in the framework of a recently proposed spin model for the emergence of bubbles and crashes. We relate the log-returns of stock prices to magnetization in the model and ÿnd that it is closely related to trading volume as observed in real markets. The cumulative distribution of log-returns exhibits scaling with exponents steeper than 2 and scaling is observed in the distribution of transition times between bull and bear markets.
Introduction
During the last years there has been great interest in applications of statistical physics to ÿnancial market dynamics. A variety of agent-based models have been proposed over the last few years to study ÿnancial market dynamics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In particular, spin models as the most popular models of statistical mechanics have been applied to describe the dynamics of traders in ÿnancial markets by several researchers [6 -12] .
A particularly simple model of a stock market in the form of a spin model motivated by the Ising model has been proposed recently [6] , in order to simulate the dynamics of expectations in systems of many agents. The model introduces a new coupling that relates each spin (agent) to the global magnetization of the spin model, in addition to the ferromagnetic (Ising) couplings connecting each spin to its local neighborhood. The global coupling e ectively destabilizes local spin orientation, depending on the size of magnetization. The resulting frustration between seeking ferromagnetic order locally, but escaping ferromagnetic order globally, causes a metastable dynamics with intermittency and phases of chaotic dynamics. In particular, this occurs at temperatures below the critical temperature of the Ising model. While the model exhibits dynamical properties which are similar to the stylized facts observed in ÿnancial markets, a careful interpretation in terms of ÿnancial markets is still lacking. This is the main goal of this paper. In particular, Refs. [6, 12] treat the magnetization of the model as price signal which, however, is unnatural when deriving a logarithmic return of this quantity as these authors do. As a result, small magnetization values cause large signals in the returns with an exponent of the size distribution di erent from the underlying model's exponent.
Let us here consider Bornholdt's spin model in the context of a stock market with heterogeneous traders. The aim of this paper is (i) to interpret the magnetization of the spin model in terms of ÿnancial markets and to study the mechanisms that create bubbles and crashes, and (ii) to investigate the statistical properties of market price and trading volume. The new elements in the model studied in this paper are the explicit introduction of two groups of traders with di erent investment strategies, fundamentalists and interacting traders, 1 as well as of a market clearing system that executes trading at matched book. Given these conditions, the market price is related to the sum of fundamental price and magnetization, and the trading volume is simply given by the magnetization. We also show that the model is able to explain the empirically observed positive cross-correlation between volatility and trading volume. 2 Finally, we observe that the model reproduces the well-known stylized facts of the return distribution such as fat tails and volatility clustering [15, 16] , and study volatilities at di erent time-scales.
The model
Let us consider a stock market where a large stock is traded at price p(t). Two groups of traders with di erent trading strategies, fundamentalists and interacting traders, participate in the trading. The number of fundamentalists m and the number of interacting traders n are assumed to be constant. The model is designed to describe the stock price movements over short periods, such as one day. In the following, a more precise account of the decision making of each trader type is given.
Fundamentalists
Fundamentalists are assumed to have a reasonable knowledge of the fundamental value of the stock p * (t). If the price p(t) is below the fundamental value p * (t), a fundamentalist tends to buy the stock (as he estimates the stock to be undervalued), and if the price is above the fundamental value, a fundamentalist tends to sell the stock (then considered as an overvalued and risky asset). Hence, we assume that fundamentalists' buying or selling order is given by
where m is the number of fundamentalists, and a parametrizes the strength of the reaction on the discrepancy between the fundamental price and the market price.
Interacting traders
During each time period, an interacting trader may choose to either buy or sell the stock, and is assumed to trade a ÿxed amount of the stock b in a period of trading. Interacting traders are labeled by an integer 1 6 i 6 n. The investment attitude of interacting trader i is represented by the random variable s i and is deÿned as follows: if interacting trader i is a buyer of the stock during a given period, then s i = +1, otherwise he sells the stock and s i = −1. Now let us formulate the dynamics of the investment attitude of interacting traders in terms of the spin model [6] . Let us consider that the investment attitude s i of interacting trader i is updated with a heat-bath dynamics according to
where h i (t) is the local ÿeld of the spin model, governing the strategic choice of the trader. Let us consider the simplest possible scenario for local strategy changes of an interacting trader. We assume that the decision which an interacting trader makes is in uenced by two factors, local information, as well as global information. Local information is provided by the nearby interacting traders' behavior. To be deÿnite, let us assume that each interacting trader may only be in uenced by its nearest neighbors in a suitably deÿned neighborhood. Global information, on the other hand, is provided by the information whether the trader belongs to the majority group or to the minority group of sellers or buyers at a given time period, and how large these groups are. The asymmetry in size of majority versus minority groups can be measured by the absolute value of the magnetization |M (t)|, where
The goal of the interacting traders is to obtain capital gain through trading. They know that it is necessary to be in the majority group in order to gain capital, however, this is not su cient as, in addition, the majority group has to expand over the next trading period. On the other hand, an interacting trader in the majority group would expect that the larger the value of |M (t)| is, the more di cult a further increase in size of the majority group would be. Therefore, interacting traders in the majority group tend to switch to the minority group in order to avert capital loss, e.g. to escape a large crash, as the size of the majority group increases. In other words, the interacting trader who is in the majority group tends to be a risk averter as the majority group increases. On the other hand, an interacting agent who is in the minority group tends to switch to the majority group in order to gain capital. An interacting agent in the minority group tends to be a risk taker as the majority group increases.
To sum up, the larger |M (t)| is, the larger the probability with which interacting traders in the majority group (interacting traders in the minority group, respectively) withdraw from their coalition. Following Ref. [6] , the local ÿeld h i (t) containing the interactions discussed above is speciÿed by
with a global coupling constant ¿ 0. The ÿrst term is chosen as a local Ising Hamiltonian with nearest neighbor interactions J ij = J and J ii = 0 for all other pairs. We assume that the interacting-traders' excess demand for the stock is approximated as
Market price and trading volume
Let us leave the traders' decision-making processes and turn to the determination of the market price. We assume the existence of a market clearing system. In the system a market maker mediates the trading and adjusts the market price to the market clearing values. The market transaction is executed when the buying orders are equal to the selling orders.
The balance of demand and supply is written as
Hence the market price and the trading volume are calculated as
and
Using the price equation (8) we can categorize the market situations as follows: If M (t) = 0, the market price p(t) is equal to the fundamental price p * (t). If M (t) ¿ 0, the market price p(t) exceeds the fundamental price p * (t) (bull market regime). If M (t) ¡ 0, the market price p(t) is less than the fundamental price p * (t) (bear market regime). Using (8), the logarithmic relative change of price, the so-called log-return, is deÿned as
Let us consider for a moment that only fundamentalists participate in trading. Then in principle the market price p(t) is always equal to the fundamental price p * (t). This implies that the so-called e cient market hypothesis holds. Following the e cient market model by Ref. [17] then the fundamental price p * (t) follows a random walk. Since the continuous limit of a random walk is a Gaussian process, the probability density of the log-return, deÿned as r(t) = ln p(t) − ln p(t − 1), is normal. For real ÿnancial data, however, there are strong deviations from normality. 3 As we discuss here, including both fundamentalists and interacting traders to coexist in the market, o ers a possible mechanism for excessive uctuations such as bull markets and bear markets.
To investigate the statistical properties of the price and the trading volume in the spin model of stock markets, we will assume for simplicity that the fundamental price is constant over time.
Simulations

Bubbles and crashes
In the new framework developed so far we see that the dynamics of the log-return corresponds to the linear change in absolute magnetization of the spin model [6] . Typical behavior of the such deÿned return r(t) as well as the magnetization M (t) is shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b) . Here, a 101 * 101 lattice of the general version of the model as deÿned in Eq. (8) and with the spins updated according to (5) is shown. It is simulated at temperature T = 1=ÿ = 0:5 with couplings J = 1 and = 20, using random serial and asynchronous heat bath updates of single sites. In Fig. 1(a) the intermittent phases of ordered and turbulent dynamics of the log-return are clearly visible. Qualitatively, this dynamical behavior is similar to the dynamics of daily changes of real ÿnancial indices, as for example the Dow Jones Index shown in Fig. 1(c) . To some degree, these transitions of the return can be related to the magnetization in the spin model. Fig. 1(b) illustrates that the bull (bear) market M (t) ¿ 0 (M (t) ¡ 0) becomes unstable, and the transition from a metastable phase to a phase of high volatility occurs, when the absolute magnetization |M (t)| approaches some critical value. Noting that trading volume is deÿned as bn (1 + |M (t)|)=2, this suggests that also some critical trading volume exists near the onset of turbulent phases. This is in agreement with the empirical study by Ref. [13] who found the empirical regularities: (i) positive correlation between the volatility and the trading volume; (ii) large price movements are followed by high trading volume. The origin of the intermittency can be seen in the local ÿeld h i Eq. (5) representing the external in uences on the decision-making of interacting-trader i. In particular, the second term of h i tends to encourage a spin ip when magnetization gets large. Thus, each interacting-trader frequently switches his strategy to the opposite value if the trading volume gets large. As a consequence, the bull (bear) market is unstable and the phase of the high volatility appears. The metastable phases are the analog of speculative bubbles as, for example, the bull market is deÿned as a large deviation of the market price from the fundamental price. In fact it is a common saying that "it takes trading volume to move stock price" in the real stock market. A typical example is the crash of October 1987, when the Dow Jones Industrial Average dropped 22.6% accompanied by an estimated 6 × 10 8 shares that changed hands at the New York Stock Exchange alone [20] . Fama [21] has argued that the crash of October 1987 at the US and other stock markets worldwide could be seen as the signature of an e cient reassessment of and convergence to the correct fundamental price after the long speculative bubble proceeding it.
It is interesting to investigate how long the bull or bear markets last from the point of view of practical use. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the bull (bear) market durations that is deÿned as the period from the beginning of a bull (bear) market M (t) ¿ 0 (M (t) 6 0) to the end of the bull (bear) market M (t) = 0. In other words, the bull (bear) market duration means the period from a point of time that the market price exceeds the fundamental price to the next point of time that the market price falls short of the fundamental price. In the model one observes that the bull (or bear) market durations are power law distributed with an exponent of approximately −1:3.
Fat tails and volatility clustering
As shown in the previous works [6, 12] the simple spin model considered here reproduces major stylized facts of real ÿnancial data. The actual distribution of log-return r(t) has fat tails in sharp contrast to a Gaussian distribution (Fig. 3) . That is, there is a higher probability for extreme values to occur as compared to the case of a Gaussian distribution. Recent studies of the distribution for the absolute returns |r(t)| report power-law asymptotic behavior,
with an exponent between about 2 and 4 for stock returns. Fig. 4 shows the cumulative probability distribution of the absolute return that is generated from the model. The observed model exponent of = 2:3 lies in the range of empirical data. Numerous empirical studies show that the volatility |r(t)| on successive days is positively correlated, and these correlations remain positive for weeks or months. This is called clustered volatility. Furthermore, the autocorrelation function for volatility decays slowly, and sometimes a power-law decay is observed. As seen in Fig.  1(a) , phases of high volatility in the model dynamics are strongly clustered. The corresponding autocorrelation of volatility |r(t)| is shown in Fig. 5 , with volatility clustering on a qualitatively similar scale as observed in real ÿnancial market data.
Volatilities at di erent time-scales
Let us consider a time-scale at which we observe price uctuations. The log-return for duration is then deÿned as r (t) = ln(P(t)=P(t − )). Volatility clustering as described in the previous section is this observable deÿned for an interval ranging from several minutes to more than a month or even longer. In this intermediate and strongly correlated regime of time-scales, volatilities at di erent time-scales may show self-similarity [22] [23] [24] [25] .
Self-similarity in this context states that volatilities v ≡ |r | at di erent time-scales are related in such a way that the ratio of volatilities at two di erent scales does not statistically depend on the coarse-graining level. Thus, daily volatility is related to weekly, monthly volatilities by stochastic multiplicative factors. The self-similarity has been shown to be equivalent to scaling of moments under some conditions [22] [23] [24] . Scaling occurs when v q ˙t (q) , where (q) is the scaling function which is related to the statistical property of the multiplicative factors [25] . Fig. 6(a) depicts the presence of self-similarity in actual data of the NYSE stock index. Though it is not straightforward to relate time-scales between the simulation and real data, it is interesting to look at how the volatilities at di erent time-scales behave in the regime where the volatility clustering is valid. Fig. 6(b) shows the scaling of moments from the data of log-returns calculated for di erent scales in time-steps of the simulation. We observe a range where self-similarity dominates and that this property is broken at some time-scale, which corresponds to the scale where volatility clustering as seen in Fig. 5 deviates from a power-law of the autocorrelation function. This observation is encouraging as it might help relate the time-scales of simulations and real markets.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we have considered the spin model presented in Ref. [6] in the context of a stock market with heterogeneous traders, that is, fundamentalists and interacting traders. We have demonstrated that magnetization in the spin model closely corresponds to trading volume in the stock market, and the market price is determined by magnetization under natural assumptions. As a consequence we have been able to give a reasonable interpretation to an aperiodic switching between bull markets and bear markets observed in Bornholdt's spin model. As a result, the model reproduces main observations of real ÿnancial markets as power-law distributed returns, clustered volatility, positive cross-correlation between volatility and trading volume, as well as self-similarity in volatilities at di erent time-scales. We also have found that scaling is observed in the distribution of transition times between bull and bear markets. Although the power-law scaling of the distribution has never been examined empirically on short time-scales, the power-law statistics showed here is not only an interesting ÿnding theoretically, but presumably also useful to measure the risk of security investments in practice. The empirical study will be left for future work.
